ROSS ALAN BALLINGER
Undergraduate Industrial Design Portfolio

Introducing Myself

Hi, my name is Ross Alan Ballinger, I am an Industrial
Designer Undergraduate at Brunel University.
My education has enabled me to develop my creative
and technical aspects while exposing me to industry
I strongly believe that design can, does and will
continue, to find solutions to the problems faced in
the modern world.
My professional aim and goal is to develop
sustainable design through practical intervention to
find solutions which push us all in the right direction.

Lets Talk:
ross.ballinger999@gmail.com
+44 74961 73718
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Living Metal Creatures
A one week live project brief and competition with
Lightly Technologies

Motion sensors change the
luminosity of the light as
people step into its ‘sight’

Aluminium alloy, giving an
industrial feel that contrasts
with its organic form

Topologically focused material reduction
and an additional Voroni pattern create the
creature natural organic look

Brief

design a new decorative lighting for bars, homes and
restaurants using the Hikari SQ light source
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Living Metal Creatures
Working with constraints of the design required the use of the Hikari SQ
light source. When ideating designs the idea of a natural growing form
emerged

Working with constraints of the design
required the use of the Hikari SQ light
source. When ideating designs the idea
of a natural growing form emerged

The project offered an interesting first jump into CAD, rendering
and generative filters. With Fusion 360 taking the lead in the
CAD, topological optimisation and later rendering

Brief

design a new decorative lighting for bars, homes and
restaurants using the Hikari SQ light source
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Veer Directional Audio
Exploring high fidelity model prototyping and design

Brief

design an audio speaker for the home environment and
develop practical skills through physical model making
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Veer Directional Audio

Designed using a non-audible ultrasonic carrier
wave to transport your audio media. Acting as a
spotlight only those in the beam can hear

A healthier way for nocturnal audio listening.
Helping prevent headphone related health issues,
while maintaining privacy and free movement

Potential for home use with musicians. Allowing
for private non-interruptive practice without
headphones or having to limit volume

Brief

design an audio speaker for the home environment and
develop practical skills through physical model making
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Veer Directional Audio
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ITEM NO.

PART NUMBER

1

Outer plastic shell

2

Speaker Holding head

3

Threaded joining arm

4

Top wooden cover

5

USB connector cover

6

Electronics bottom

7

ball attachment

8

M10 leather screw

9

speaker

8

7

DESCRIPTION

Thermoformed Plastic Acrylic outer
cone. With stone effect finish.
Injection Moulded ABS speaker holding
head with intergrated switches. Stone
effect finish.
Brasses threaded connector arm.
Polished finish.
CNC Milled oak top cover piece.
Finished with oil.
Brass turned metal USB connector
cover. Polish Finish
CNC Milled oak electronics base
piece. Finished with oil.
Injection moulded ball attachment.
Finish with stone effect.
Turned metal brass strap attaching
screws. Polished metal finish.
Standard Component (Replaced with
parametric array)
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SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

Brief
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design an audio speaker for the home environment and
develop practical skills through physical model making
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Veer Directional Audio
For the Veer project I filled a logbook full of ideas,
ideation, creation and testing. I am a firm believer
that a logbook should be an active document that
is used and not just made at the end. A logbook
should be for your own use and not a presentation
book, even if like mine it is a creative mess

Above shows a samples page using off cuts
of the same acrylic stock planned for the final
manufacture of the cone for testing spray paint
patterns and effects, creating the final one used for
the projects prototype shown earlier

Brief

design an audio speaker for the home environment and
develop practical skills through physical model making
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STG Aerospace

One week live company brief and competition

Brief

one week to design a new photo-luminescent
decorative, way guidance or other for aircraft
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STG Aerospace
Addition of STGs unique PL powder into a coaster
helping illuminate the extra obstacle of a drink
when leaving the middle seat; while also providing
commercial benefits for the airlines

Helping reduce the risk of open drinks making the
middle seat experience, a priority highlighted by
STG, a little bit easier

Design Challenge Brief

Third Place Award has been presented to

ROSS ALAN BALLINGER
17 Feb 2020

Brief

one week to design a new photo-luminescent
decorative, way guidance or other for aircraft
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Thumbs Up!

One week novelty goods live industry project

Drawstring to
close

Handy home for
your poncho

Rubber
flexing
door

Keep swiping even
in the rain

One
size
fits all

Keep your
phone warm
and dry

Finger
print still
works

Brief

design a fun mobile accessory that portrays novelty and
character for the Swipe brand, 12-35 year old market

Easy
apply 3M
Adhesive
backing
Soft touch
silicone
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Thumbs Up!
Opportunities with
brand colours

Promotional applications

Limited due to
screen but potential
for front printing

Vast options
for pattern
printing

Perfect
for festival
range

Brief

design a fun mobile accessory that portrays novelty and
character for the Swipe brand, 12-35 year old market
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Arduino Vending Device
A coding, hardware and design application partnered project

Brief

design an Arduino controlled vending device to deliver a
product or experience, with code and hardware interaction
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Arduino Vending Device
Functionality and features
FDM printed
rubber wheel
launchers

Fail safes,
emergency cut off
code and switches

Brief

3D printed pulley
and guide system

Variable Speed
Control and launching
hardware

design an Arduino controlled vending device to deliver a
product or experience, with code and hardware interaction

Unique designed loading
mechanism allow vertical
take-off / launching
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Arduino Vending Device
Practical testing and development

As a partnered project working with James Scott-Murphy it allowed us both to
focus on new aspects with the extra support from each-other including the physical
prototyping and testing shown

Card modelling and later on foam board modelling
allowed us to test and develop the design and
placement of switches without risking wasting
materials or time

The project also allowed for a fun and engaging
interaction between, design, coding and hardware
as well as teamwork and was an interesting
learning experience overcoming interaction issues

Brief

design an Arduino controlled vending device to deliver a
product or experience, with code and hardware interaction
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Arduino Vending Device
Power supply
on

digitalWrite
black stepper
motor coil
LOW

Turn off motor
coils

digitalWrite
brown stepper
motor coil
LOW

set int for
speedvalue to
PotV/4.015

digitalWrite
yellow stepper
motor coil
LOW

Is arming
switch low

Is PotV
<= 1/3
max

digital write dc
motors to
speedvalue

No

analog write red led
speedvalue
Is PotV
>= 2/3
max

analog write green
led speedvalue

Yes

Yes

Run serial monitor
printing code

No

Is arming
switch high
?
No

Yes

Run stepper
motor code

digital write green
led low
analog write white
led speedvalue

digital write
Launch led LOW

End of function,
carry on code

End of function,
carry on code
digital write
launch led HIGH

print "arming switch
state label"

print "launch switch
state"

print "potentiometer
reading"

print "speed value"

read and print
arming switch state

read and print
launch switch state

read and print
potentiometer reading

print stored speed
value

delay (scroll delay)

delay (scroll delay)

delay (scroll delay)

delay (scroll delay)

are
launch and
arming switch
high

No
End of function,
carry on code

Brief

else

digital write white
led low

Is arming
switch low
No

Is
scrolling delay
active?

digital write red led
low

digital write green
led low

digital write white
led low

Run arming led /
launch switch
ready code

Along with the design of the device, the project required a
high level of user experience planning, trying to find any
potential ways in which the system could be broken or
may not function correctly and fixing in code or hardware

End of function,
carry on code

digital write red led
low
Run Led
Indicators Code

End of function,
carry on code

analog write dc
motors LOW

Yes

set int PotV to
store reading
Run Speed
Control function

digitalWrite
orange stepper
motor coil
LOW

Yes

is "i" less than
count limit
No

i++

power coils in state
for 15 deg

power coils in state
for 7.5 deg

power coils in state
for 22.5 deg

End of function,
carry on code

Yes
power coils in state
for 30 deg

delay 1500ms

design an Arduino controlled vending device to deliver a
product or experience, with code and hardware interaction
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CAD Artifact Study
CAD modelling of artifacts

Project

a first introduction
into Solidworks
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CAD Artifact Study
Included are three modules including a VHS which
all were disassembled, measured with calipers and
painstakingly recreated in CAD in over 100 hours of
3D modelling
My technical ability and level of familiarity with
Solidworks grew dramatically and continues to do
so from this artifact study

Project

a first introduction into Solidworks & detailed CAD as
part of design communication module
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Phoenix Engravers
Personalised laser engraving and gifts company

Project

a first experience at self-employment and business ownership
starting as a small project and growing into a two year operation
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Phoenix Engravers
Growth and success of running my own business

I started Phoenix Engravers by buying a laser
cutter and making acrylic decorations. Demand
for personalised products grew and the business
followed developing as it went

Phoenix Engravers sold to thousands of happy
customers in eleven countries on three continents,
through markets and online sales

Overall it was a highly rewarding experience,
developing personal confidence, interpersonal
skills, business awareness, self-motivation and
perseverance, an experience I would love to repeat

Project

a first experience at self-employment and business ownership
starting as a small project and growing into a two year operation
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ROSS ALAN BALLINGER
ross.ballinger999@gmail.com
+44 74961 73718

